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 Yesterday - September 21 - was the annual United Nations International Day of 

Peace. Was anyone here excited about that? Did anyone here participate in any of the 

many activities that happened across this region? Is anyone here passionate about peace? 

Or are you expecting a very boring, bland, politically correct sermon about peace now? 

You all just came here today for the coffee, right? 

 I myself have attended many events designed to celebrate peace. And I will 

confess that many of them were very peaceful. So peaceful that I actually fell asleep. 

“Peace” events can sometimes be boring, perhaps because the speakers want to cause no 

offence, and end up saying nothing much at all. If you figured your only wake-up call 

today would be the jolt from the coffee after this service, you are forgiven. But I should 

warn you that I have other plans. 

 I’ve often wondered why it is that peace events can sometimes be so boring. And I 

think that one factor is that we sometimes think of world peace as something “out there”, 

something that involves other people. Perhaps peace doesn’t feel relevant here in Canada 

because things are already fairly peaceful, right? As an example, this week I noticed that 

CBC has an online summary of the positions of the different parties on a variety of 

issues. The issues in the summary - in alphabetical order - are: carbon tax, child care, 

climate change, deficits, guns, health care, housing, immigration, indigenous, jobs, 

manufacturing, NAFTA, pipelines, small business, taxes, technology, and transportation. 

That’s the complete list. Did you notice “peace” on that list? Our political leaders are not 

prioritizing peace during this election cycle. Is that because peace doesn’t really matter to 

Canadians? Is it because none of our politicians know how to address it? 

 I suppose it depends on what we mean by the word “peace”. If by peace you mean 

the absence of war, then for most of us, peace really is something “out there”. I doubt that 

anyone here today is actively engaged in global warfare. Seeing peace as the absence of 

war is one way to distance ourselves from the whole idea of peace. Well, not completely, 
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because our tax dollars are used to subsidize the war industry. If I’m not mistaken, some 

of you used to work at Litton, one company who profits from war. Canadians are 

complicit with war whether we like it or not. But that’s still too distant an idea. World 

peace probably feels like something that happens “out there”, not here in our own hearts. 

 So let’s take this conversation in another direction. What else does the word 

“peace” mean? One thing it means today is confronting climate change. In fact, the 

chosen theme for this year’s celebration of the International Day of Peace is “Climate 

Action for Peace”.  

[slide: climate action for peace] 

But we discussed climate change, and some possible responses to climate change only 2 

weeks ago. So I don’t want to go there today either. 

 What else does “peace” mean? Well, among other things, peace means living 

without conflict, or the fear of conflict. Do any of us live with conflict? If conflict seems 

like too strong a word to you, let me instead ask what barriers you see in our own society 

- and our own hearts - that prevent us from treating all people fairly? In what ways is 

peace missing, or incomplete because the status quo favours artificial barriers that create 

separation, not peace. Bring this home. Reflect on your own heart, this community of 

faith, and our wider community. If you don’t see any barriers, let me ask you this. In what 

year did Canada become a democratic country? 

[quiz: on Canadian democracy] 

 When Canada was created in1867, only white adult males could vote. At that 

time, that was considered very democratic. For one thing, the ruling class was trying to 

create a system where only elite white males could vote, so allowing all white male 

citizens to vote was actually progressive. Moreover, in 1867 it was widely accepted (even 

by most women) that men were intellectually superior to women, so the whole idea of 

women voting was not seriously considered by the vast majority of people at that time. 

By 1900, women who owned property had secured some voting rights, but only on local 

and municipal levels. The first province that allowed women to vote provincially was 

Manitoba, in 1916. The last province that allowed women to vote was Quebec, in 1940. 

 While white women made slow headway securing voting rights, non-white people 
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didn’t fare so well. People of Asian descent and Indigenous people were explicitly 

banned from voting in Canada until 1948. The Canadian Government did not extend 

voting rights to the Indigenous community as a whole until 1960. The Inuit people 

received voting rights in 1950, but ballot boxes were not consistently brought to the Inuit 

communities where the people lived until 1962. 

 I share this story because it demonstrates that even here in Canada, we have a 

long history of racism, sexism, and using the status quo to prevent the full participation of 

all citizens. And every time that Canadians create barriers, we choose division over 

peace, because peace comes from justice. And artificial barriers destroy justice. 

 This week I participated in a book discussion group. We discussed the book 

“Biased”, written by Dr. Jennifer Eberhardt.  

[slide: book ‘biased’] 

The book discusses hidden prejudices that shape our societies. She used scientific 

methods to measure the brain’s responses to different social situations, and determined 

that it is inherent to the human condition - within our DNA in fact - that we are biased to 

favour people who look like we do. It has been scientifically proven using Cat-scans and 

other technologies, combined with social simulators, that we more easily recognize 

people who look like we do, but have to work a lot harder to recognize people who look 

different. According to her research, because we are human beings, we have instant knee-

jerk reactions to people who look different from us. This leads to profound effects on our 

societies, and is visible on our streets, in our jails, and in other places. It impacts people’s 

ability to find housing, secure employment for positions for which they are well-

qualified, and creates other barriers. Moreover According to Dr. Eberhardt’s research, 

most North Americans - including black people - have a knee-jerk reaction that associates 

black people with crime, theft, and violence. 

 One person I met at the book group works at an agency in Toronto that helps 

people find employment. The agency was setup in order to preferentially help people of 

colour, refugees, people who wear clothing with religious significance, people with 

accents, and people were are somewhat older - in other words -  people who struggle in 

Canada to secure employment, even when they are fully qualified. This person also 
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shared the fact that in order to keep their government funding, her agency was required to 

fulfil 2 conditions. One condition is that they need to register 400 new job seekers every 

month. The other condition is that they need to secure jobs for 69% of the people who 

they register. And this has led to an interesting dynamic in the office. 

 There are 3 workers at this agency. People seeking employment come in and wait 

in line, so the people are seen in the order that they arrive. So far so good. But these 3 

workers know which people will be hard to place, and those job seekers reduce the % 

success rate of the agency. So when the workers are ready for their next customer, if they 

see that the next person in line will be hard to place, they sometimes intentionally stall for 

time, tidy up some files or whatever, hoping that one of the other 2 workers will take the 

next customer. These workers know from harsh experience which people are very 

unlikely to get jobs, and they sometimes find themselves avoiding those people - the very 

people that the agency was setup to help in the first place. 

 The truth is that racism cannot be eliminated quickly by just setting up programs 

and agencies to help counter racism. Racism is deeply embedded in Canadian society, 

and it can be eliminated, but only over time, at the speed that society evolves. And as we 

know, society does not always trend towards reducing racism - right now there is actually 

a rise in racism in our society. And we cannot simply blame these 3 workers for trying to 

avoid people who struggle for employment. The real problem is that we - the rest of 

society - are biased when we hire new people, creating the need for this type of 

recruitment agency to exist in the first place. The human condition dictates that we need 

to have a knee-jerk reaction to the other in our midst. But of course, we can decide what 

to do after the knee-jerk. 

 Don’t believe me? I have another story. The story starts like this. My name is Paul 

Shepherd, and I suffer from racial bias. This summer I was walking over to the Woodbine 

Mall. I was going to hang out at the mall, work on a sermon, and speak with anyone I 

could bump into while I was there, something I do on a regular basis. I was preparing to 

preach on the Lord’s Prayer, and that was percolating through my mind as I walked over. 

It was mid-day, the sun was shining brightly, it was a beautiful day. I was walking along 

the humber river path, just coming up to Highway 27 when I noticed a large black man 
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sitting on the “bench” under the underpass. And for a very brief instant - I felt fear. My 

knee-jerk reaction was to feel fear. For no rational reason whatsoever, I felt fear because 

my subconscious connected the sight of a physically intimidating black man with crime, 

theft, and violence. In broad daylight. In Toronto the good. 

 I don’t enjoy telling you that story, however I am happy to tell you that although I 

have knee-jerk reactions all the time, they are short-lived. Usually in less than 1 second I 

recognize a knee-jerk for what it is, and my brain takes over and I respond rationally. So I 

can confirm that Dr. Eberhardt’s theory is correct. We are wired to have knee-jerk 

reactions to people who look different, and that causes us - as a society, as a church, and 

as individuals - to fall victim to racist thinking. And that destroys peace. 

 And I suppose I need to tell you the end of the story too. When I approached the 

man, I gave him a friendly greeting and he responded with a massive smile. Then he told 

me he was having a great day, enjoying the river and reading his Bible. Some threat, eh? 

 According to Dr. Eberhardt, and our own hearts if we listen carefully, those type 

of negative reactions happen to all of us, all the time. And the stories don’t always have 

such happy endings. 

 As we read from James earlier, we are told to not act with favouritism. To quote 

from James, “If you show partiality, you commit sin and are convicted by the law as 

transgressors”. Serious business! I wish that James was here right now and I would tell 

him it’s in our DNA. But we don’t have to put up with our knee-jerk reactions to other 

people. We can learn to recognize our own biases and then laugh at ourselves and then 

respond rationally. 

 Our biases are a barrier to peace. Instead of assuming - as most Canadians do - 

that we are not racist, I encourage all of us to closely examine our own biases and 

reactions to strangers. Perhaps I am the only one here with a very embarrassing story 

about bias. But I really doubt that. 

 So - as a way of celebrating the International Day of Peace, I invite us to share our 

own embarrassing bias stories over coffee. If the coffee doesn’t wake you up, I’m sure 

that the stories will. 

Amen.
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